
Hardware Bag Contents Recommended Tools: 

2) 1 1/2” x 5/8 Bolts 15/16 wrench and socket wrench 
2) 15/16 Nuts

2) 2” Washers 
F043LH, F045LB, F093LH & F094LB 

Step 1. Locate the two plastic inserts in each corner of the bumper opening, remove and 
discard. This will expose a factory mounting location behind the bumper on both sides. 

NOTE: The  mounting locations will be a round hole through a metal plate on both sides.

Step 2.  Match up the light bar brackets to the factory mounting holes through the bumper.  Next,  
start a 1
1/2” x 5/8 bolt, 15/16 nut, and 2” washer and hand tighten. Repeat on other side. This 
concludes the installation.

F99350LH, F99350LB, F08350LH, & F08350LB 
Step 1. Remove the four 18mm bumper bolts that are located beside the tow hooks. NOTE: 

Make  sure the bumper is secure.

Step 2. Re-align the front bumper back with the factory bolt hole locations. Next, align the pre-
runner brackets with the bumper bolt locations and re-install the four 18mm bolts and hand 
tighten. This concludes the installation.

D043LH & D045LB 
¾ Ton Only

 Step 1.  Remove all four 13mm bolts from the factory tow hooks and remove hooks.

Step 2. Align the pre-runner/light bar bracket holes with the tow hook bolt locations. Next, 
align t he tow hook holes with the pre-runner/light bar bracket.

Step 3. Re-install the hooks using the four 13mm tow hook bolts (2 per side) and tighten. 
This concludes the installation.

Installation Instructions 
Light Bars and Pre-Runners 

Models: F99350LH, F08350LH, F043LH, 

F093LH, D043LH, F99350LB, F08350LB, 

F045LB, F094LB &D045LB 
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Products Licensed to N-FAB Inc. by Fichter Designs are protected by US Patent Law and International Copy Right Law. 
Protected Patents include US Patent #6588783, #6874801, #7416202. Other patents and continuances pending. 

N-FAB product configurations also protected by International Trade Dress Law. All Designs and Patent infringements 
will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.  

https://www.carid.com/off-road-lights.html
https://www.carid.com/n-fab/
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